Your First Baby:
But Don’t Let This Happen
A Story Of How Quickly A Tragedy Can Happen
Your first child, an amazing time of your life. After time away from work and you are finally getting used
to having a baby in your life, its time to get back to the work world.
Its your first day back, you are excited to share your experience and photographs to your colleagues.
You place your child appropriately in their car seat and get into the drivers seat, buckle up and you are
on your way to first drop the baby off at daycare, then to work. As you back out of your driveway, your
baby is sound asleep, memories quickly come back, with sounds of your favorite radio show, scenes of
your traditional way to work, and thoughts of catching up on projects. Suddenly your radio show breaks
with a traffic report. Of course there is a traffic delay but you know there is another route to take. While
it slows you somewhat you eventually arrive and you begin to receive calls on your mobile phone as
you and you are barely out of your car. Projects, deadlines, etc. Of course as you arrive at your office,
there more messages. And quickly you begin and before you know it you are back in the work zone.
Shortly after, your wife calls, which is typical as she generally calls you to see how your morning is. You
answer and your wife says “how did dropping off the baby at daycare go? Fine I hope!”.
Yes this happens. It happens all to often. In many cases of children who have died in cars are from
similar cases. Every week in the U.S. a child under the age of two dies of hyperthermia from being left
alone in a motor vehicle. However parents, caregivers and the public can use the following 4-steps to
help prevent these tragedies.
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Lock Your
Car

See A Child Alone
Call 911
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